Let P" be the submanifold of CP" whose points satisfy \z Q\ < l/2. Notice that CP" -P" is an open ball of dimension 2?z, and that P" has the homotopy type of CP"~ . Consider a homotopy equivalence /: AI -> P", where Al is a smooth 272-dimensional manifold whose boundary is a homotopy sphere (a manifold with such a boundary is called almost closed). In S3 we show how to do surgery on / to make homotopy regular on P' C P", 3 < / < n; that is, / is transverse regular on P* and, if AL = /~'(PZ), f\ AL is a homotopy equivalence onto P*. We call M j the desuspension of Al. In §4, homotopy P"'s are constructed. Starting with a homotopy P"_1, Al, and an embedding y: dM -> S , our construction leads to a homotopy P", (Al, y), whose desuspension is Al. As y runs through the set of embeddings of 0A1 in S , (Al, y) runs through the set of suspensions of Al; the latter set is thus empty if dM i bP2 ,.
Given two suspensions (Al, y) and (Al, y ) of a homotopy P" , Al, we have an embedding yH{-y"): <9M#(-dM)= S2""3 -> S2n~l. In §5, we apply the in- Proof. First suppose 2j is the standard S" C S" + 2. Let U be a closed tubular neighborhood of 22, and T be a closed tubular neighborhood of Xp then g extends to a fibre-preserving map G: (7, 01' -* T, dT. Put C = C1(S"+ -T);
then C = S1 and we must extend G'|0(7: 0(7 -> C over Cl(<>"+2 -10. The obstruction to desuspending an admissible homotopy equivalence /: M, dM -» P", dP" arises from the same argument and has values in the same groups.
Of course it depends on f\dM; we emphasize this by denoting it ö(M, dM, f). 
Notice that r(f~1(dP"~1) C dM) 6 P 2n"2 which we may identify with Z if n is even, and 8Z if n is odd using the isomorphisms described in [12] . These License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [February Corollary 1. // AI is an hP", n > 3, there is an admissible homotopy equivalence f: Al, dM -» P", 0P" which desuspends.
Proof. Choose a c-orientation-preserving homotopy equivalence g: Al '
CP", and let 2 C 0A1 be a knot such that r(2) = -d(A1 , g). Lemma 2 provides a degree one map p: dM -» S , transverse regular on S "~ , such that p~ (S ""3)= 2, and we can extend p to an admissible c-orientation-preserving ' homotopy equivalence /: Al, <9A1 -» P", dV". Applying (1), S(A1, dM, /) = 0 so / desuspends.
If /: Al, dM -> P", <9P" is a c-orientation-preserving homotopy equivalence which is homotopy regular on P"~ , /" (P"~ ) with the induced c-orientation is said to be a desuspension of A1. Standard relative surgery arguments show that desuspensions are unique in the following sense:
Theorem 2. Let P and 0 be desuspensions of the hP", Al. Then there is a diffeomorphism f of M such that f is pseudo-isotopic to the identity and f(P) -Q.
Suspensions.
If Al is an hPn, n > 3, with dM e bP2 , we are going to show how to construct suspensions of Al: that is, hPn+ s whose desuspensions will be Al.
Let tf w be the 2-plane bundle over Al whose Euler class is the c-orientation of Al. £" and SM are to denote the total spaces of the associated D and Sbundles, and E ", SdM their restrictions to 0A1.
Lemma 3. SM is diffeomorphic to dM x D .
Proof. Let S * be the extension of S" over the PL homotopy complex projective space Al . S * is homeomorphic to S "+ , and S * -5^ is homeomorphic to S x B ; since S must be unknotted in S n+ , we see that S.. is a smooth manifold which is homeomorphic to Í "" x D , and whose boundary S iM is diffeomorphic to dM x S . IntCS^) is a smoothing of S "" x B ; by the prod- Let 2D C R be the disc of radius 2, and 2F" be the 2D -bundle associated with ¿;M. Construct the manifold 2XQ from 2FM U S "+ x [-1, l] by identifying x € 2E " with (Ta(/^x), -1). 2XQ is obviously diffeomotphic to X", and embedded in 2XQ we will discover a copy of X. as follows.
Choose a collar K of dM in AI, and a diffeomorphism /3: F^, -> dM x D2 x The proof is contained in the following three lemmas. [February Lemma 6. // Wm~ is a homotopy sphere which bounds a n-manifold then pw is an isomorphism.
Proof. This lemma is well known; however, a proof is included for complete- Lemma 7. // Wm bounds a n-manifold, then W admits an essential G-action. To complete the proof, we show dp aM(l(M)) C Imr . Let ÎÎ be a diffeomorphism of M and h be a homotopy of ii with the identity. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
